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The final project is about The Occurrence of Code Mixing in Formula Indonesia Program of Selebes Gorontalo Radio Station. The objectives of this research is particularly aimed to classify the types of Indonesian – English code mixing used in Formula Indonesia of Selebes Gorontalo Radio Station and to describe the reason of Indonesian – English code mixing used in Formula Indonesia of Selebes Gorontalo Radio Station. It is expected that this research contributes some significant progresses in teaching English for several sides, they are: 1) Theoretical benefits; this research can be used as an additional source for bilingualism study especially in code mixing discussion; and the readers are able to know the types of code mixing and the reasons of using code mixing; 2) Practical benefits; for students, this research is expected to be significant an additional reference in conducting a related research; and for teachers, this research can use as an additional source of code mixing. This research is basically conducted in Formula Indonesia program of Selebes Gorontalo Radio Station in which it is acquired from three broadcasters as the subject of this research who broadcasted five topics on the radio. The data in this research is collected through doing audio recording and interview to three broadcasters on air. The result of the study was that the code mixing is mostly used in Formula Indonesia program is word code mixing (49 items), and the factor which influences the code mixing used are: psychological, linguistic, and functional aspects. Therefore, it could be concluded that the code mixing is not only found in communicative class, but it is also found on radio, and the most important thing is the educational background could also influence code mixing occurred.
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